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II. One-Dimensional Model

Several studies of submarine hydrothermal systems have shown
that the temperature, flow rates, and chemistry of fluids issuing
from the seafloor at mid-ocean ridges can co-vary with tides.
One explanation for this phenomenon is that variations in the
elastic and fluid transport properties of the rock and interstitial
fluid lead to spatial variations in the loading efficiency (the
fraction of a change in seafloor loading that is instantaneously
distributed to the pore fluid) and the hydraulic diffusivity (the
diffusion coefficient for sub-seafloor pore pressure anomalies).
As a result, tidal stresses lead to spatial variations in pore
pressure that can displace isopleths of temperature and fluid
chemistry, modify flow rates, and enhance mixing through
mechanical dispersion. Here we present the results of a two-part
numerical study aimed at exploring this hypothesis.
First, we used a one-dimensional model of pore pressure based
on Biot's poroelastic theory to explore the possible range of
tidally induced pressure gradients driving flow beneath the
seafloor. The results suggest that the loading efficiency and
hydraulic diffusivity vary widely in the vicinity of hydrothermal
upflow zones, and tidally induced pressure gradients may be
significant. Second, we used a two-dimensional open-top
poroelastic convection model to investigate the effects of tidal
forcing on fluid temperatures and velocities. The results suggest
that under some conditions tidal loading can cause significant
variations in fluid velocity and may lead to flow reversals at the
seafloor. In contrast, the predicted fluctuations in venting
temperatures are insignificantly small. We speculate that larger
temperature fluctuations will occur in real systems because,
unlike our model, the fluids may not remain in complete thermal
equilibrium with the rock. Nevertheless, our results suggest that
time-series observations of fluid exit velocities are important for
understanding the effects of tides on submarine hydrothermal
systems.
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Gassmann's
Relationship.
Poroelastic theory requires that we
know the drained elastic moduli
of the poroelastic medium. We
employ the Gassmann relationship
(1) to estimate these properties
from measurements of seismic
velocities.
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Figure 1. Central portion of the Endeavour
Segment of the Juan de Fuca Ridge
showing the location of vent fields. The
time series data shown in Figure 2 were
obtained in the Main Endeavour Field.
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Figure 2. Examples of time-series measurements in
hydrothermal structures and corresponding tidal heights.
(a) Temperatures measured in diffuse flow at the Easter
Island structure [M.K. Tivey, pers. comm.], and (b)
temperature and resistivity measured in the Milli-Q
structure [M. Lilley, pers. comm.].
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Figure 3. A typical seismic velocity model for the
upper few hundred meters of young oceanic crust [after
Collier & Singh, JGR, 103, B9, 1998]. In the pillow
basalts P-wave velocities can be as low as ~2 km/s and
Poisson's ratio can be over 0.4. Seismic properties near
upflow zones may be anomalous due to the combined
effects of fracturing, cementation, and alteration.

1-D Poroelastic Equations. The pore pressure change
with depth in a saturated homogeneous poroelastic
medium subject to tidal stresses is given by three coupled
equations (2-4) [e.g., Wang & Davis, JGR, 101, B5, 1996].
The analytical solution to these equations gives us the
penetration depth of the diffusive pore pressure wave (5).
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Figure 4. Solution of Gassmann's Relations for a Poisson
ratio of 0.42 and four different porosities. The drained
bulk modulus increases as the P-wave velocity increases.

Figure 6. Pore pressure penetration depths for semidiurnal tidal periods as a function of permeability and
fluid temperature for several different P-wave velocities.
The penetration depth increases with the permeability.
Fluid temperatures exert a secondary control and the
maximum penetration depth occurs near 200°C.

Figure 5. Loading efficiency solutions for different
temperature fluids as a function of P-wave velocity.
Because the bulk modulus of hydrothermal fluid
decreases with temperature, the loading efficiency is
lower for warmer fluids. As P-wave velocity increases so
does the drained bulk modulus, and thus the loading
efficiency decreases. Loading efficiencies may be near
unity for a compliant crust saturated with cold fluids and
near zero for a stiff crust saturated with hot fluids.

III. Two-Dimensional Model
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Poroelastic Convection Equations.
Equations solved by our computer
code, dubbed PEC2D (for Poroelastic
Convection in 2-D): the mechanical
equilibrium equations (6-7), the fluid
continuity equation (8), the heat
equation (9), the definition of P' (10),
and Darcy's equation (11).

Figure 7. Generalized flowchart of
the PEC2D numerical code. We
have developed a finite-volume
numerical code to solve equations
(6-11) that uses a predictor-corrector
scheme to simultaneously satisfy the
mechanical equilibrium and fluid
continuity equations. The code
solves fluid continuity implicitly,
and the other equations explicitly.
We use an experimentally derived
equation of state for the fluid's
thermodynamic and transport
properties.
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Figure 8. Geometry and boundary conditions used to obtain numerical
solutions to equations (6-11). The sides of the model are sealed, whereas the top
is open to fluid at 0°C. Hot fluid is forced into the model through an opening
along the bottom boundary at pressures given by a cold hydrostatic gradient.
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Figure 9. Steady state temperature and Darcy velocity fields for
inflow temperatures of (a) 100°C and (b) 350°C. After steady state is
achieved, we vary the top boundary pressure with a sinusoidal function
to simulate a 4 m semi-diurnal tide. For the preliminary solutions
shown in this poster we use a P-wave velocity of 2.5 km/s, Poisson's
ratio of 0.42, porosity of 0.25, and a permeability of 10-14 m2.

Figure 10. Darcy velocities of the fluid exiting the model domain over four semi-diurnal
cycles for (a) the 100°C model and (b) the 350°C model. For each model, the left-hand plot
shows the exit velocity as a function of time and horizontal position at the seafloor. The
colored band in the right-hand plot shows the range of exit velocities as a function of
horizontal position with the colors indicating the exit temperature. Both models show
significant velocity perturbations at all temperatures, and flow reversals at lower temperatures.
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Figure 11. Temperatures of the fluid exiting the model domain over four semi-diurnal cycles
for (a) the 100°C model and (b) the 350°C model. For each model, the upper left-hand plot
shows the temperature as a function of time and horizontal position at the seafloor. The lower
left-hand plot shows the temperature perturbations for the same time period for fluid exiting
the left side of the model. The right-hand plot shows the exit velocity range as a function of
horizontal position. Temperature perturbations are insignificant (less than 0.001 degree) for
all configurations tested.

